This analysis consists of performing a trajectory simulation of the entire entry (from bus separation to landing) to predict the descent attitude and landing conditions. In addition, a Monte Carlo dispersion analysis is performed to ascertain the impact of off-nominal conditions which may arise during the entry to determine the robustness of the Stardust SRC design. Specifically, the SRC attitude near peak heating and parachute deployment is of interest, along with the landing footprint ellipse.
The SRC is restricted to land within the UTTR site.
For mission success, a high-fidelity aerodynamic database is essential in order to accurately predict the landing location, as well as the attitude of the SRC at critical phases (e.g., peak heating and parachute deployment) during the entry. In this paper, the aerodynamics utilized in the entry simulation is mentioned first, followed by a description of the nominal entry sequence of the SRC.
Finally, the results of the Monte Carlo entry dispersion analysis are presented.
ANALYSIS

Aerodynamics
The High angles-of-attack early in the entry are a concern, since they can lead to angles-of-attack greater than 10 deg at peak heating (which is a Stardust program limit). Angles-of-attack greater than 10 deg increase afterbody heating near the shoulder regions and can damage the afterbody thermal protection system. Moreover, high 
Augmentation
of the SRC's stability is deemed necessary to eliminate the large angle-of-attack excursions.
Several concepts were considered. For example, adding an aft-skirt would provide a restoring torque in the freemolecular regime stabilizing the SRC.12 However, these devices, once serving their purpose, must be discarded in order to avoid destabilizing the lower flight regimes.
To avoidsuch complications, the solution selected to address the high altitude instability is to increase the spin rate of the SRC upon entry. The higher spin rate, although not eliminating the instability, increases the gyroscopic stability of the SRC sufficiently to retard the effects of the free molecular static instability. However, if the entry spin rate is too large, the gyroscopic stability could overwhelm the aerodynamic stability in the continuum regime. This would lead to large angles-of-at- Thetransonic/subsonic instability is addressed by deploying asupersonic drogue chute priortomain parachute deployment. Thedrogue chute serves asa stabilizingmechanism fortheSRC untilmainparachute deployment. Thedrogue chute sizeanddeployment Mach number areconstrained by theneed toprevent excessivedrift,whichcouldleadto a landing footprint beyond the proposed _ site. However, thedrogue chute sizemust provide sufficient area tostabilize theSRC. Furthermore, thedeployment Machnumber mustbe outside thedynamic instability regionnear transonic speeds toavoid thepossibility oflarge angles-of-attack. From spintunnel tests, thedrogue chute issized to0.828 mindiameter toprovide ample area forstabilizing the SRC. 5Numerous six-andthree-DOF analyses of the entryreveal thatdrogue deployment atMach1.4avoids excessive drift concerns (asconfirmed by theMonte Carloresults presented later). Note, the mass properties for the SRC continue to fluctuate as its design matures. However, the current properties listed in Table 3 are representative of the final configuration. eT, deg As confidence increases in the analysis accuracy, cheaper and/or higher performance entry systems can be selected for future missions.
Monte Carlo Dispersion Analysis
